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MEASUREMENTSTHROUGH A HOT CELL WINDOWUSING OPTICAL TOOLING'

A. A. Abbatiello

ABSTRACT
Optical tooling was evaluated for the measurement of physical dimensions of radioactive parts
through hot c e l l windows.
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lead-glass window. Al1.0% of the true dimension.

Instruments were s e t up outside a 4-ft-thick

though the window was not specially selected, the readings were within

Use of a calibration chart of the window variations reduced the error to

f0.1%.

The method is

Considered feasible and sufficiently fast for a wide range of hot c e l l measurements.
The reflections of a point light source from the lead-glass laminae form a convenient indicator
of h e window's measurement qualities.

INTRODUCTION

The dimensional measurement of irradiated parts
has become one of the problems connected with
reactor development.
These measurements are
important to determine strain, creep, and metallurgical changes in parts which have become radioactive and therefore inaccessible to ordinary
measuring tools. A number of measurement methods
have been considered, one of which i s optical
tooling working through hot cell windows. The
principal advantages of this system are: (1) parts
may be measured without direct contact or contamination, (2) convenient and comfortable working
areas can be utilized, (3) the cell interior i s
entirely free for useful working space, and (4) acceptable accuracy i s attainable.
Essentially,
optical tooling i s measurement by means of a
telescope (called a transit square) which i s capable
of moving in horizontal and vertical directions
It i s referenced from an independent
(Fig. 1).
optical control line and may be aligned with the
object point located in space.
Direct readings
taken from a vernier scale mounted on the carriage
are subtracted to obtain the net distance between
two points. In the cases where measurements are
made through windows, a calibration factor for
optical distortion i s then apptied to obtain a correct reading. Optical toolingZ has been i n use i n
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aircraft plants for years and i! now being applied
in other industries requiring accurate location of
widely separated points, as on large assembly
jigs, heavy machinery fabrication, and shipbuilding.
The purpose of this test was to determine the
feasibility of taking accurate measurements with
an optical tooling system through a dft-thick leadThe locations and the effect on
glass window.
the readings of optical defects in the window were
desired as well as the time required to take typical
measurements.
Optical tooling instruments were set up i n front
of a new Cft-thick hot cell window. Although this
window was selected mainly because i t was available, its optical properties proved adequate for
an acceptable range of accuracy. By calibrating a
specific window, the accuracy can be further increased by applying the correction factors which
are determined by test.
DESCRIPTION

Measurement by the use of optical tooling requires that the points on the object to be measured
be visible i n a direction perpendicular to the window svrface through which i t i s viewed, and that
it be possible to turn the object so that the points
l i e in a plane parallel to the window.
A cell
equipped with a lift and turntable would be most
useful for the larger parts which would be encountered in a typical reactor program. Smaller
parts might be adequately handled by manipulators,
or merely set up in front of the window and properly oriented.
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Optical Tooling Principles.

In order to provide the necessary range of measurement, a transit-type instrument i s held in a
plumb position and perpendicular to the window
surface, as shown in Fig. 2. Mechanical means
are provided to move the instrument in horizontal
and vertical directions to cover the complete
window area.
An alignment scope generates a
reference line to which the 20-power transit scope
i s set perpendicularly at the vertical plane and
elevation of interest.
An optically flat mirror, magnetically held on a
steel optical flat mounted on the wall at the side
of the window, provides the vertical reference
plane from which the transit square and alignment
scope are positioned.
This system is used to
establish a horizontal plane at each new elevation
(see Fig. 2).

I
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Fundamental Steps of Alignment
The following describes the basic steps in
setting up this optical tooling system:
1. The tooling bar i s positioned parallel to the
front of the hot cell window in a convenient location. The transit scope and alignment scope are
set respectively 90' from and parallel to the window (Fig. 2).
2. The optically flat mirror mounting bar (straightedge) is placed in a vertical position beside the
window and adjusted parallel with its front surface.
The optical mirror i s held magnetically to the
optical flat.
3. The transit scope is aligned perpendicular to
the plane of the optical flat (Fig. 3).
4. Without disturbing the previous setup, the
alignment scope i s positioned from the transit
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scope and adjusted to bring t square by means of
the built-in transit scope mirror, thus providing a
fixed reference line parallel to the front
window.
This control reference line i
available for a l l subsequent measurements
level.
5. The transit square i s moved to the first
position and aligned (Fig, 4).
6. The transit square i s aligned with the part
(Fig. 5) and the vernier i s read.

Call Test.

7. The transit square i s moved to the second
position, aligned, and read.
8. A change to another elevation i s t d e by
e w i t i o n i n g the magnetically mounted wall mirror
(Fig. 2) along the steel optical flat, and repeating
the perpendicular setting of the transit scope to
this mirror. The alignment scope i s then raised
and positioned from the transit scope, thus establishing a new reference line in a plane parallel to
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the front of the window, and at the elevation desired for the new set of measurements.
Equipment Required '
Commercially available optical tooling equipment was set up for evaluation under practical hot
cell conditions. Vertical measurement was improvised using a vertical height gage and a precision
level (Fig. 6). In a typical hot cell envisioned,
the test arrangement would be replaced w i t h a
combination tooling bar as sketched in Fig. 2.
The purpose of the combination tooling bar i s to
provide easier manipulation in the vertical plane
than is available with the standard tooling bar. It
has been estimated that the combination tooling
bar and a l l the associated equipment for one complete setup would cost about $6OOO,

GENERAL PROCEDURE
System evaluation was done by setting up the
instruments at the hot cell window and taking
readings of an accurately scribed plate at three
locations: (1)outside the cell, (2) with the plate
hung just inside the cell (to determine the wedge
displacement of the window), and (3) repeating the
readings w i t h the plate at the most distant (about
9 ft) portion of the cell, to get the maximum angular
deviation.
Typical Example of Measuring a Part

A cylinder was placed in the cell at a point
about 5 ft back from the cell window, and the
diameter was recorded using the optical tooling
instruments. Table 1 shows a first and a second
try, with the cylinder
position for
Table

the second test in order to view through a different
portion of the window. The cylinder was 6.800 f
0.002 ig., i n diameter and had a shiny surface,
which was not considered the ideal for best accuracy, but was used as an example of practical
system evaluation, A view of a part inside the
cell is shown in Fig. 7.
DISCUSSION

Although the instruments may appear complex,
they were surprisingly easy to operate.
During
the calibration of the cell window, the complete
cycle of raising the tooling bar, precise leveling,
squaring with the optical wall mirror, taking 18
sets of readings on the horizontal scale using the
transit square, and also taking 18 corresponding
points vertically with the optical micrometer attachment were made in about 1 hr. Operators were
trained rapidly in the use of these instruments.
During the course of this test, four different
assistants were used, some for as little as one
day, and each was able to learn the techniqueand
apply it.
The reproducibility of the results was determined
by taking a set of readings along the same horizontal line on three different occasions when the
instruments had been removed and replaced. These
data, plotted in Fig. 8, show a dispersion of about
0.030 in. for length measurements of 20 to 30 in.,
which indicates a reproducibility of about fl.174.
Further improvement probably could be obtained
by using a more permanent setup with refinements
such as floor plates having dowel bushings
mounted in the floor. This would have the added
advantage of making i t easy to remove the instruments for use at other installations, or to free

1. Measurement of a Cylinder
Second Try

Left side of cylinder, vernier reading, in.

1 correction
bject was a t 5 ft, use

/2

(from

-(I

44.488

42.160

37.664

6.799

6.824

-0.022

-0.018

table prepared for this window), in.

Corrected diameter, in.
Accuracy

48.959

6.777
6.777/6.800 = 99.7%

6.806
6.800/6.806 = 99.9%
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Data Taken Using Vernier Height Gage, Precision Level, and Optical Micrometer.
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Fig. 7. Measurement of a Part Inside Cell.
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Fig. 8. Window Calibration.

the window when other work is in progress. Working area may be provided directly i n front of the
window without interfering with the optical tooling,
since the distance over which the instruments
operate may be increased considerably without
appreciable loss of accuracy.
A permanently
mounted optical flat at the side of the window
would aid in maintaining a common reference plane
as the basic starting point.
No special effort was made to use a selected
window; the one tested merely happened to be
available, and therefore high optical accuracy was
not expected. It i s of interest to note that a pinpoint I ight source revealed noti ceable variation s,
although the window i s of acceptable accuracy.
I f a l l laminae have parallel surfaces and are
assembled into a parallel pack, the light-source
images would l i e in a straight line when viewed
from any position.
The use of a simple light
source appears useful as an aid when assembling
windows, because the alignment of each lamina
could be checked easily as it i s being placed.

SUMMARY

1. The method proposed for linear measurements
through hot cell windows i s considered feasible on
10

the basis of h e equipment and methods used in a
hot cell test at ORNL. Views of the components
in use are shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5.
2. The accuracy of measurements taken through
this particular window without correction i s about
99% and 99.87% respectively for readings taken
9% ft and 6 in. inside the cell window.
3. By using the calibration chart produced for
this window during the test (Fig. 8), accuracy can
be improved to about 99.9% (or a.1%
variation)
for long cell distances, which approaches the
practical accuracy of routine shop measurements
i n non-radioactive work using conventional methods.
As the work i s brought closer to the window,
errors are proportionately reduced.
4. The speed and accuracy of taking measurements i s high for hot cell work. It may be compared to typical experience using a cathetometer
or a surface plate and vernier height gage.
5. A pin-point light reflection test i s a simple
method to evaluate a window for potential accuracy, and might be developed further to assist the
manufacturer i n selectively assembling glass
sections for best precision.
6. A zinc bromide or other liquid-filled window,
having the minimum number of light-refracting surfaces, would be preferred for measuring purposes.
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Since optical tooling i s used perpendicular to the
viewing surface, chromatic aberration is not a
problem.
Because of the lower density of zinc
bromide, however, greater thickness would be
necessary to obtain equivalent shielding.
7. Operators can be rapidly trained in the use
of these instruments.
8. Hot cells planned for accurate parts measurements could use this measuring system by
calibrating a window or selecting one with suitable properties.
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